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W orld  C h a m ps  in S o la r  S p l a sh ®
From a unique design to last minute 
gambles, Cedarville University’s Solar 
Splash® team had anything but a run- 
of-the-mill racing experience at the 
2004 Solar Splash® Competition.
Solar Splash® is the international, 
intercollegiate competition of solar/ 
electric boating. Students design and 
build solar/electric powered boats 
and then bring them to the annual 
competition in Buffalo, N.Y., for 
five days of competitive evaluations. 
Points are earned in seven categories, 
starting with technical reports that 
are submitted more than a month 
before the race begins. Technical 
inspections, including visual displays 
and workmanship, are done on the 
(continued on page 6)
The World Champion Cedarville University team poses with their boat and seven trophies. Pictured left to right are Dr. Tim 
Dewhurst, Adam Felmlee, Brian Morgan, John Hagley, Brian Montague, and Toby and Nathanael Dewhurst. Team members 
not pictured are Josh Root and Emily Snyder.
C edarville’s  A ero  
D esig n  Team® S o a r s  
in SAE 2004 Ea st  a n d  
W e st  Com petitions
After a first-place win in the 2003 
SAE Aero Design® West competition 
by Nathan and Brian Foote, the 
2004 Aero Design® team was eager 
to maintain Cedarville’s reputation 
as a front-runner in aero design. This 
year’s team, consisting mostly of 
first-time participants, a new faculty 
advisor, and an experienced student 
advisor from last year’s team, set out 
in early September to make their 
mark.
The goal of this competition, which 
is sponsored by the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE), is to 
design and build a remote-controlled 
airplane that can lift the most weight. 
Each team must use the same engine. 
To prevent winning teams from 
entering the same plane again, the 
rules are changed every year. In 2004, 
the only limitation to the design was
the engine and the 200-foot take­
off distance. This year participants 
could make the wings as long as they 
wanted.
Students design, build, and fly their 
remote-controlled airplanes in Aero 
Design® East or Aero Design® West 
or both. The students are scored in 
several areas, including a report, a 
presentation, and maximum weight 
lifted. The planes have only 200 feet 
of runway on which to take off. Once 
airborne, they must circle around and 
land on the same 200-foot runway. 
Additional points are given for 
predicting maximum weight lifted.
One phase of the work was to 
measure the thrust produced by 
different propellers. With a home­
made test rig mounted in the back of 
a pickup truck, the students measured
(continued on page 10)
Eng in eer in g  P r o jec ts  
Laboratory  B ec o m es  a  
Reality
Groundbreaking for a much-needed student projects building took place in 
October. The 8,800-square-foot Engineering Projects Laboratory will house a 
projects lab complete with a machine shop, welding area, ventilated paint and 
fiberglass booth, wood shop, and bays for up to six projects. The single-story 
steel building also features a multipurpose conference room and six faculty 
offices.
The machine shop will sport Bridgeport-type milling machines, Colchester- 
type lathes, a pneumatic shear, a sheet metal brake and roller, a tube bender, 
drill presses, belt sanders, and grinders. The welding area will allow students 
to weld steel and aluminum with TIG, MIG, and oxygen-acetylene welders
(continued on page 11)
Eng ineering  Aw a r d s
Academic Honors Day is a yearly 
university-wide event at Cedarville 
which gives honor to many students. 
The engineering department 
participates in this event by awarding 
eight scholarships to juniors and 
seniors who excel in specific areas.
The recipients for the 2004 awards are 
listed below.
Alumni Scholarship Award in 
Engineering: Matthew Sterner, 
senior ME major. Awarded to an 
outstanding engineering major. 
Armed Forces Communications and 
Electronics Association Scholarship 
Award: Jeffrey Kraker, senior EE 
major. Awarded to a student who 
shows strong academic performance, 
has leadership qualities, and is 
involved in electrical engineering 
organizations.
American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers Outstanding Student 
Award: Ivan Davis, senior ME major. 
Recognizes significant contributions 
to the ASME student chapter 
and leadership in both academics 
and extracurricular professional 
development.
The Ohio Nu Chapter of Tau 
Beta Pi (TBP), the National 
Engineering Honor Society, has 
received a Secretary’s Commendation 
Scholarship of $500 because 
Cedarville had three consecutive years 
of complete and on-time chapter 
reporting. The award was accepted by 
chapter president Matthew Sterner at
Raymond P. Holland Jr.
Engineering Excellence Award:
Daniel Vogel, junior ME major. 
Awarded to a student who exhibits 
excellence, creativity, dedication, and 
common sense in their studies and 
application of engineering principles. 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineers Dayton Section 
Outstanding Student Scholarship 
Award: Erin Hamrick Krizo, senior 
computer science major. Awarded 
to a student in the top 25 percent of 
the senior class or the top 10 percent 
of the junior class. Recipient must 
possess spiritual maturity, participate 
in activities, and have a leadership 
role in engineering organizations. 
Nehemiah Scholarship Award: 
Joseph Proctor and Jonathan 
Struebel, senior ME and EE majors, 
respectively. Awarded to one or two 
students who demonstrate a balance 
of devotion to God and professional 
purpose. This award was established 
by Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Apple.
Rolan David Polsdorfer Electrical 
Engineering Award: Nathan 
Hay, junior EE major. Honors an 
outstanding student seeking a career
the 99th Annual TBP Convention in 
Orlando, Fla., Oct 7-9, 2004.
The senior members of our chapter 
chose Jonathan Elchison, newly 
inducted junior computer engineering 
major, to be the recipient of the 
scholarship. Dr. Stanley Baczek, 
dean of the School of Engineering, 
Nursing, and Science, graciously
in electrical engineering.
Society of Automotive Engineers 
Outstanding Student Award:
Timothy Kaminsky, a junior ME 
major. Awarded to a student who 
provides a signihcant contribution to 
the student section of SAE and excels 
in both academics and leadership.
Other Aw ards
Outstanding Mechanical 
Engineering Senior: Brian 
Montague. Awarded to the ME senior 
who did outstanding work on his or 
her senior design project. 
Outstanding Electrical Engineering 
Senior: Silas Gibbs. Awarded to the 
EE senior who did outstanding work 
on his or her senior design project. 
Outstanding Mechanical 
Engineering Design Team:
Nathan Foote, Jesse Frederick, Mark 
Ross, Jordan Sipes. Awarded to the 
ME senior design team that did an 
outstanding job on their team project. 
Outstanding Electrical Engineering 
Design Team: Silas Gibbs, Bonnie 
Hammond, Greg Reilly. Awarded to 
the EE senior design team that did an 
outstanding job on their team project.
matched the award with a second 
$500 scholarship which was awarded 
to Emily VanVliet, a newly inducted 
junior electrical engineering major. 
Both awards were announced at the 
annual Honors Banquet held in the 
President’s Dining Room immediately 
after the fall initiation ceremony on 
November 20. Joshua Root, a 2004 
mechanical engineering graduate and 
TBP member, was the guest speaker.
Congratulations to the following 
new members of our chapter: seniors 
Emilee Fairbanks, Matthew Krizo, 
and Steven Walters; and juniors Isaac 
Abbott, Philip Buskohl, Jonathan 
Elchison, Joanna Hinks, Joel 
Lansford, Joseph Miller, Benjamin 
Sprague, and Emily VanVliet.
Last April, Heather Maybury 
Shierman (a 2000 electrical 
engineering grad) and Andrew Litteral 
(a 1999 mechanical engineering 
grad) were inducted into our chapter 
through ceremonies performed by 
chapters near their home. They were 
originally members of our previous 
local engineering honor society before 
our chapter was chartered in March 
2001.
Edward B. Holmes Engineering 
Scholarship: Isaac Abbott, Jonathan 
Elchison, Emilee Fairbanks, Matthew 
Krizo, Emily VanVliet. Awarded 
to sophomore and junior full-time 
students who are in good standing 
in the engineering program and 
have demonstrated commitment 
to engineering and a capacity to 
contribute to the profession.
The Society of Engineers Aiding 
Missions (SEAM) at CU is developing 
a low-cost bio-sand filter appropriate 
for underdeveloped countries.
In preliminary tests, a prototype easily 
constructed of a five-gallon bucket, 
four-inch drain tube, sand, and pea 
gravel has reduced coliform bacteria in 
contaminated water to undetectable 
levels. The photograph shows Phil 
Buskohl pouring contaminated water 
into the filter while Joseph Hague 
collects the purified water at the 
outlet. Dr. Thomas Thompson advises 
SEAM.
C o n t r i b u t o r s
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Ta u  Beta P i N e w s
Greeting s  from  the C hair
It’s always exciting to see what’s 
happening at Cedarville, and 
this past year was no different.
Our Solar Splash® team took the 
World Championship for the 
first time, our Aero Design® team 
broke the weightlifting record set 
back in the ’90s at the East Coast 
Competition, and we broke ground 
for the new Engineering Projects 
Laboratory. Another first for us was 
an opportunity to display our world 
champion solar/electric boat at the 
International Boatbuilder’s Exposition 
and Conference (IBEX) in Miami 
Beach. In addition, our seniors’ 
pass rate on the Fundamentals of 
Engineering (FE) exam was again 
above the state average.
We continue to have a strong 
presence in the collegiate competition 
circuit. Each year we consider the 
various competitions available and 
choose to participate in those that 
best complement our program.
Our students continue to perform 
exceptionally well in forums 
sponsored by engineering professional 
societies. One of our mechanical 
engineering seniors took first place 
at last year’s American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
regional competition for his oral 
technical presentation. He went on 
to the international competition and 
took second place!
The freshmen cardboard canoe race 
during Homecoming was a bit more 
exciting this year because the students 
had to carry human “cargo” in their 
race to cross Cedar Lake. Surprisingly, 
there were fewer sinkers this year than 
last! However, all but one eventually 
sank in the demolition derby.
Two new faculty members, a 
secretary, and a full-time electrical 
and computer engineering technician 
have joined our department. Our 
department will grow even more in 
the fall of 2005, when the computer 
science program migrates from 
the department of science and 
mathematics to join ranks with our 
computer engineering program. 
Incidentally, we are currently 
matriculating juniors in the new 
computer engineering program and 
will see our first class graduate in 
2006.
Last year, Dr. Bill Brown, Cedarville’s 
new president, appointed two task 
teams to look at facility needs on 
campus. Architects were hired to 
begin considering two new buildings 
on campus — a Worldview Center 
and an Engineering, Nursing, Science 
(ENS) expansion. Phase I, slated 
to open in 2007, would house the 
growing engineering and computer 
science programs, including all of 
the faculty offices and laboratories.
The vacated space in the present 
ENS facility would be retrofitted 
to accommodate the growing needs 
of the departments of science and 
mathematics and nursing.
We are always looking for ways 
to enhance our program and stay 
current with technology. Assisting 
us in that endeavor is our industrial 
advisory council, which meets every 
year and provides an external review 
of our program from a mostly 
business/employer perspective. We are 
presently considering a cooperative 
education program (co-op). Our 
small size had hindered starting 
such a program, but new ideas and 
encouragement from our advisory 
council — and companies who want 
to hire our graduates — have caused 
us to take a new look at starting 
one. No formal timetable has been 
announced, but two models are being 
discussed.
Another exciting item of note is our 
new Engineering Projects Laboratory. 
In addition to the new machine shop 
in the building, we have expanded 
our manufacturing laboratory by 
acquiring an Emco CNC lathe and 
another CNC milling machine. The 
CNC lathe with live tooling allows 
us to machine parts with complex 
surfaces such as propellers. Purchases 
like these are made possible because 
of friends and donors who have a 
heart to help us.
F irst Eng ineering  
S ummer Ca m p  C oming
The Cedarville University Elmer W. Engstrom Department of Engineering is 
pleased to announce that it will host its first Engineering Summer Camp on 
July 18-22, 2005. The purpose of the camp is to introduce 10th through 12th- 
graders to the exciting world of engineering and the career opportunities that 
exist in computer, electrical, and mechanical engineering.
Dr. Sam SanGregory, associate professor of electrical engineering and camp 
program coordinator, said, “Our goal is that the students who attend will not 
only have a fun, educational, and memorable time, but will also gain a better 
understanding of what engineers in these fields do and how engineering fits 
into a Christian worldview. Additionally, we want to help the campers discover 
if they have what it takes to be an engineer. We will guide them in choosing 
the best classes in high school to help prepare them for college.”
The camp activities will include plenty of hands-on lab experiences, classroom 
lecture, and two field trips. Each day will begin and end with devotions and 
prayer led by a Cedarville engineering student. Students can take part in 
recreational activities and use Cedarville’s 40-foot climbing wall and other 
Fitness Center facilities.
Lawrence D. Zavodney, Chair
Even in the midst of all the 
excitement and growth, there are 
some things that will not change 
-  faculty who love their students 
and who make time for them, small 
class sizes, a solid curriculum, and 
a variety of extracurricular design 
projects. As you read all about these 
and other exciting events in this issue 
of Engineering News, I hope that you 
sense that there exists at Cedarville a 
nurturing environment that prepares 
our graduates for an exciting career 
and a life honoring to God.
Chair, Elmer W. Engstrom 
Department of Engineering
SAE
The Dayton chapter of the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE) has the 
distinction of being the third largest 
chapter in the world. There are nine 
student chapters within the Dayton 
section.
In terms of membership and 
competition involvement, Cedarville 
University has the most active student 
section in the Dayton chapter. Our 
student section of SAE is consistently 
recognized by SAE International as an 
outstanding collegiate branch.
Cedarville is actively involved in four 
student competitions: Mini Baja®, 
FSAE, Supermileage®, and Aero 
Design®. In addition to competitions, 
students and faculty regularly attend 
the international SAE Congress in 
Detroit, the Detroit auto show, and 
section-sponsored events. We have 
also been known to take in “monster 
truck” shows and figure-eight school 
bus demolition races.
S en io r s  Gain  “Real-Wo r ld” Desig n  Ex pe r ie n c e
Mechanical Engineers Electrical Engineers
Mechanical engineering seniors are getting a taste of real-world design 
experience as they apply engineering skills, learned in their four years 
of college, to open-ended design problems. This year’s projects include 
biomechanics, auto racing, wind energy, and solar boat racing.
Electrical engineering seniors are getting a taste of real-world design experience 
as they apply engineering skills, learned in their four years of college, to 
open-ended design problems. This year’s project is another joint venture with 
industry.
Jason Auyer, John Simmons, Matt Spena, and Mary Todd are 
working on a second-generation device that measures the size of 
an intramedullary canal of a human femur being prepared for hip 
transplant. A senior team from the Class of 2004 designed and built 
a prototype; the ’05 team is using their work as a springboard to 
a commercially viable design. The ’05 team is using fiber optics to 
measure the size of the canal. As the student inserts the probe into the 
bone, the measurements are displayed instantaneously on a computer 
monitor. The students use nonlinear finite element analysis to predict 
how well different size implants will fit. If this idea works, it would be 
quite beneficial for surgeons in the operating room.
Mark Caterinacci, Emilee Fairbanks, Matt Sterner, and Steve Walters 
are working to validate a patented design for a single-bladed windmill. 
This project began three years ago. This year, the design effort is focused 
on rebuilding the blade, ensuring the structural integrity of the entire 
windmill, providing an adequate sink 
for the harnessed energy, providing 
instrumentation to monitor the system 
status, and developing experimental 
data to validate the design. If the patent 
claims are validated, the single-bladed 
windmill could be a low-cost power 
solution anywhere, but especially in 
Third World countries.
Brian Allen, Ivan Davis, Cody Finnegan, Aaron Hofner, Micah Sweeley, Dan 
Vogel, and Ryan Willaman are totally redesigning the Mini Baja® Vehicle 
to race in the 2005 competition. The team is trying a novel approach by 
designing a continuously variable transmission (CVT) with a new and unique 
feature — manual override to give the driver quicker acceleration and pick­
up on steep inclines. The team is also designing and building a racetrack on 
campus to test the vehicles, hopefully before the 2005 competition.
Scott DeClark, Ross Hauswald, Tim Kaminsky, Rich Lebedda, Seth Lynch, 
Paul Milby, Mike Mossop, Stuart 
Sheldon, and Athan Waldron are 
optimizing the components of 
Cedarville’s solar/electric boat. The goal 
is to improve the boat’s performance 
to help Cedarville defend its title as 
the Solar Splash® 2004 Collegiate 
World Champions of solar/electric 
boating. The team plans to drastically 
reduce the weight of the boat by using 
infusion molding to make a new hull, and they are also making a new solar 
array to replace the worn-out, seven-year-old panels used last year. The team is 
also designing new propellers, and they have the ambitious goal of designing 
a variable pitch prop that would will give them both good acceleration and a 
high top-end speed for the sprint event, a race that Cedarville won in a photo­
finish in 2004.
These design projects give students a breadth of topics and hands-on 
experience that is invaluable when they enter industry. For example, one of our 
grads interviewed with a company seeking an engineer with three to five years 
of experience. After he showed the interviewing engineer his senior design 
project, he got the job.
For the past three years, Cedarville senior electrical engineering students have 
been working with engineers from Yellow Springs Instruments (YSI) to assist
Matt Krizo uses a precision machine and magnifying glass to place tiny 
surface-mount solid-state chips on a circuit board that he has designed. After 
all o f the chips and electronic components have been placed, the board will 
go to the reflow oven to solder the components in place.
them in designing electronic instruments to solve specific problems pertinent 
to their business. The cycle begins during the summer months when faculty 
members meet with YSI engineers to discuss potential projects. By the start 
of the school year, the project specifications are prepared and presented to 
the students. The class divides into teams of three to four students that form 
pseudo corporations with a CEO, a CFO, and a CTO (Chief Technical 
Officer). Each student corporation receives a budget and meets with the 
customer (i.e., YSI engineers) to refine and clarify the specifications. As a result 
of the meetings, each student corporation submits a product proposal which 
must be approved by YSI and the course instructor. Once approved, each team 
begins to design and make a prototype for the project.
YSI Engineer Jamie Lussier said, “This is our third year of working with the 
senior electrical engineering class on a design project focused on real-world 
instrumentation, namely the YSI Life Sciences line of biochemistry analyzers. 
Our past projects have included the development of diagnostic hardware and 
software for manufacturing and field-testing our products. The objective of 
the 2004-05 project is to design a prototype of a next-generation instrument.
... This industrial partnership is a win-win situation, in which the electrical 
engineering students take on a real-life product development project and 
YSI benefits from the infusion of new ideas presented by the students. As an 
engineer, I find it very rewarding to see the student teams progress with their 
projects throughout their senior year, and I am always impressed with the end 
product. Cedarville electrical engineering students and their instructors are of a 
very high caliber.”
We at Cedarville are grateful to YSI for partnering with us and providing not 
only projects for our students, but also interaction with engineers in a corporate 
setting and a breadth of experience that prepares our students for their first 
engineering job.
Mini Ba ja ®
The Society of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE) student competitions are 
fundamentally engineering design 
projects. Though the rules allow 
the cars from previous years to 
be somewhat recycled, Cedarville 
students try to honor the spirit of the 
competition by building new cars from 
scratch. As a result, Cedarville’s cars are 
continuously improved and becoming 
more fun to drive each year.
The final scores of the competition 
do not always tell the whole story.
For example, in 1999 Cedarville had 
a relatively slow car, but it completed 
the entire four-hour endurance event. 
The 2001 car was one of the fastest 
cars on the track, but it was rear- 
ended after three-and-a-half hours in 
the endurance race. The final score 
for Cedarville s faster car in 2001 was
actually lower than the slower one 
built in 1999.
The 2003 car had great potential to 
do well in the competition. But after 
five laps into the endurance race, the 
skies opened up with a tremendous 
deluge of rain. Every car was stuck in 
the mud, and the final race had to be 
called off.
Our 2005 Mini Baja® car is a senior 
design project. As was the case last 
year for Formula SAE (see below), 
there are underclassmen that are 
coming alongside and getting valuable 
mentoring from the seniors. Some of 
the improvements this year include 
a manual override for the automatic 
transmission, inclusion of a planetary 
gear reduction, optimized suspension, 
and more extensive weight reduction, 
thanks to computer-based finite 
element analysis.
The 2003 team (left to right): Jon Eaby, Jacob Galloway, Dan Vogel (seated), 
Dave Bartlett, Adam Lejfel, Jay Kinsinger (advisor). With its independent front 
suspension and swing-axle rear suspension, the car performed exceptionally well in 
the slalom event. It had good acceleration andpassed many cars during the four-hour 
endurance. However, rain ended the race prematurely. The final ranking put the 
team, consisting of freshmen and sophomore engineering students, in the middle ofa 
140-competitor pack.
Back: Jay Kinsinger (advisor), Josh Mark, Barrak Boland, Dave Bartlett, Tim 
VandeKopple, Alan White, Jon Eaby, Adam Lejfel; Front: Dan Vogel, Dave Sampson, 
Andy Billhartz (driver seat). The 2004 team completed the FSAE car using the 
designs and sub-assemblies o f two previous years’ senior design projects. The car was 
completed and passed all inspections. During a high-stress turn, one o f the links in 
the front suspension buckled and failed. Overall, the team had a great showing for 
their first year.
Formula  SAE 2004
Cedarville University has a legacy of 
participation in automotive-related 
competitions. Mini Baja® off-road 
racing has been a Cedarville tradition 
since 1997. The year 2004 was the 
first time the automotive team, 
dubbed “Jackets Racing,” ventured 
into the world of road racing, namely 
Formula Society of Automotive 
Engineers (FSAE).
Besides the racetrack surface, there 
are fundamental differences between 
Mini Baja® and Formula. First, 
engine modifications are prohibited 
in Baja whereas Formula engine 
modifications are expected. Second, 
Mini Baja® races “wheel-to-wheel”
with approximately 100 other cars 
whereas Formula races only against 
the clock, not alongside other cars. 
Third, the top speed of Mini Baja® 
is about 30 mph, but Formula cars 
have the potential of exceeding 130 
mph. Fourth, since the speed of 
the Formula car is approximately 
four times greater than Baja, the 
safety requirements are much more 
stringent.
FSAE was a senior design project in 
2002 and 2003. These teams designed 
different parts and sub-assemblies 
of the car. The 2004 senior design 
team actually put all of the parts 
(continued on page 11)
Intelligent Gr o u n d  v eh ic le  Competition 2 0 0 4
After a wonderful second-place finish 
at the international Fire-Fighting 
Robot Competition in 2003, an 
aggressive and talented group of 
students set their sights on an even 
more challenging competition. Silas 
Gibbs, Jonathan Struebel, Timothy 
Linden, and Kenny Keslar, along 
with faculty advisors Dr. Clint Kohl 
and Prof. Tim Tuinstra, set out to 
design, build, and compete in the 
2004 Association for Unmanned 
Vehicle Systems International 
(AUVSI) Intelligent Ground Vehicle 
Competition. The goal of the
competition is to produce a fully 
autonomous, unmanned, ground 
robotic vehicle that can negotiate 
around an outdoor obstacle course 
marked by white lines similar to lane 
lines on a highway. The robot must 
have sensors and processing hardware 
to detect the lane lines and avoid 
the obstacles placed on the track.
The obstacles consist of construction 
barrels, construction saw horses, sand 
traps, ramps, and broken lane lines.
Cedarville University competed in 
this event in 1995 (taking second
place in design) and 1996 (taking 
fourth place in the autonomous 
challenge). The 2004 team started 
completely from scratch, with no 
hardware of any kind. The group 
decided on a small, stable and light­
weight three-wheel chassis. Two high 
performance bicycle tires were used 
in an independent front-wheel drive 
configuration with a smaller third 
idler wheel in the rear. The chassis was 
welded of one-inch square aluminum 
tube, and clear plastic shielding was 
attached as armor to keep the rain 
(continued on page 11)
Tim Linden, Silas Gibbs, and Jonathan 
Struebel make adjustments to their 
ground robot while Prof. Tim Tuinstra 
(background) looks on. Sun glare proved 
to be a crippling problem that could not 
be easily fixed in the field.
(SolarSplash * continued from page l) 
first day. The remainder of the time 
is spent on the water for a sprint and 
maneuverability qualifier, the Solar 
Slalom (a combination of speed and 
maneuverability), a final sprint, and 
a final endurance test. The overall 
winner is determined by who comes 
the closest to 1,000 total points.
According to Dr. Tim Dewhurst, 
professor of mechanical engineering 
and team advisor, “Brian Montague 
was the mastermind behind CU’s 
hull design.” Montague, then a 
senior, designed a hull that could
Companies 
That Helped 
Make CU’s 
Win Possible:
• Ashland Marine 
Products Division of 
Dublin, Ohio, who 
supplied materials and 
funding
• Formula Boats by
Thunderbird of Decatur, 
Ind., who took the plug 
and made the mold 
and hull
• Hawker by EnerSys of 
Warrensburg, Mo., who 
provided batteries
• Gates of Denver, Colo., 
who supplied belts and 
pulleys
• DeWald Propellers
of Reading, Pa., 
who provided sprint 
propellers
• Bombardier
Recreational Products
of Waukegan, 11L, 
who supplied outboard 
engine parts and 
endurance propellers
_______________________
excel in both the high-speed sprint 
and low-speed endurance portions 
of Solar Splash' . The front of the 
boat looked like a canoe while the 
back looked like a speed boat. Team 
members Josh Root and Emily Snyder 
used computational fluid dynamics 
to mode! hull design, while Brian 
Morgan, John Hagley, and Adam 
Felmlee designed and built the drive 
train -  from motors to propellers 
-  for the boat. Ihey also helped to 
construct the hull. In the time crunch 
to get to competition, Toby and 
Nathanael Dewhurst pitched in to 
help finish the project.
The end product was a unique hull 
that could “change shape” based on 
where weight was placed in the boat. 
Hagley explained, “During the sprint, 
we shifted our weight back towards 
the stern to help us get on plane, 
therefore the water ‘saw’ a planing 
hull. However, during the endurance 
event, we shifted the weight forward, 
causing the water to see’ more of a 
canoe shape.”
Dr. Dewhurst noted, “Many teams 
try to achieve this same effect by 
modifying the hull but are always 
thwarted by the Solar Splash® rule 
that the hull cannot be changed 
between events. Hence, boats do well 
either in the high-speed sprint (with 
a planing hull) or in the low-speed 
endurance 
race (with a 
displacement 
hull), but 
not in both.
The genius of 
Montague’s 
design was that 
we could get 
both hulls in 
one simply by 
shifting weight.
O f course, this meant we had to have 
an open cockpit.”
Initial boat testing on Cedarville 
University’s Cedar Lake was very
promising, lhe team tested various 
propellers, gear ratios, and motor 
angles. In a novel approach, the 
students mounted strain gages on 
the lower leg of the outboard motor 
assembly ro determine hull drag 
and propeller thrust. However, as 
much as the testing improved the 
boat’s performance, there was not 
enough time to fully optimize the 
system. There were too many different 
combinations of gear ratios and 
propellers that should have been 
tested before the seniors graduated 
in May and headed off to new jobs. 
So, there were srill some unanswered 
questions.
The first day of the event was more 
splash than solar as rain poured 
down, "lhe team worked on getting 
the systems running again and passed 
both the electrical and mechanical 
technical inspections. For the on-the- 
water qualifiers, the team wrapped 
the control panel with plastic wrap 
and successfully completed the 
maneuverability course. But problems 
developed in the sprint qualifier.
In this short, 70-meter sprint, one 
of the controllers malfunctioned, 
so the boat only went half-speed.
This seeded the team in the middle 
of the pack. However, a quick fix of 
an electrical connection corrected 
this problem, and 15 minutes later 
Brian Morgan skippered the boat
to a second place finish in the Solar 
Slalom with a time of 51.47 seconds, 
missing first place by 0.17 seconds. 
The team was making a comeback 
and getting more excited.
The combination of a unique hull 
design and a well-designed and 
powerful drive train were key factors 
that aided Cedarville’s boat. However, 
on-the-spot decisions that were made 
during the sprint also had a major 
impact. Initially, Cedarville was using 
a “hole-shot” prop that gave quick 
starts but had a limited top speed. 
Choosing the right propeller is like 
choosing one gear on a 21 -speed 
mountain bike. However, unlike a 
mountain bike, props can’t “change 
gears” in the middle of the race. Low- 
pitch props are great for starting fast, 
but they limit the top speed, whereas 
high-pitch props have high speed 
but low thrust, and cannot accelerate 
quickly.
After the first heat of the sprint, the 
Cedarville team had the fastest time, 
giving them a bye for the second heat. 
In the second heat, Cal Poly Pomona 
turned in a faster time than CU’s 
first heat time, and the University 
of Arkansas was close behind. The 
three fastest boats after the third heat 
would earn the right to race for the 
trophies; however, points were based 
on the two fastest times regardless of
Brian Morgan sprints to the finish o f the high-speed Solar Slalom (top left). CU 
receives the World Champion trophy (top center). Brian Morgan starts the low-speed 
endurance race (top right). Brian Morgan, John Hagley, Adam Felmlee, and Brian 
Montague show the plug stations (above left). Adam Felmlee puts the skin on the plug 
(above center) and trims the hull (above right).
Although Cal Poly jumped to an early lead in the sprint (left), Cedarville (in the white boat) nipped Cal Poly at the finish 
line to win the sprint championship (above sequence). The new propeller made the difference.
the heats in which they were earned. 
The Cedarville team knew they could 
make the finals, but couldn’t beat Cal 
Poly without changing something.
At that point, there was one 
combination of propeller and gear 
ratio that might help, but it had never 
been tested; switching to this option 
was the only hope for a better time 
and beating Cal Poly, but it was a big 
risk. Would it help or hurt?
“CU’s team decided not to switch 
propellers for the third heat and play 
it safe to make sure they qualified for 
the finals,” Dr. Dewhurst explained. 
“That would give them two fast heats 
and guarantee a maximum number 
of points. Then after they qualified 
for the finals, 
they would 
switch props 
and go for 
broke.”
Arkansas, 
who won the 
2002 race 
and had the 
fastest boat 
in 2003, was
in a similar situation, but decided 
to make some changes before the 
third round. However, their changes 
were so detrimental that they did not 
even qualify for the finals. That was 
a sobering caution for the Cedarville
team. Having qualified for the finals, 
Cedarville took the risk and changed 
props.
At the start of the sprint finals, Cal 
Poly jumped out to a big lead, while 
Cedarville got off to a very slow start 
(using the new high-speed prop was 
like starting a bike in high gear). 
Cedarville slowly began to pick up 
speed, but Cal Poly was way ahead. 
With only 50 meters left in the 
300-meter race, Cal Poly still had a 
significant lead; however, their boat 
had already reached its top speed. 
Meanwhile, Cedarville’s boat was still 
accelerating since the new prop was 
more suitable for higher speeds. Just 
at the finish line, Cedarville nipped 
Cal Poly to win the sprint. Changing 
the propeller made the difference.
The CU entry placed first in the 
sprint event, second in the Solar 
Slalom, and third in both the 
endurance event and technical 
report evaluations. Cedarville was 
the only team to win trophies in all 
four categories. The team earned 
861 points, beating the second place 
team by nearly 70 points, the largest 
margin of victory ever in any Solar 
Splash® competition. The overall 
strength of their boat earned them the 
title of Solar Splash® 2004 Collegiate 
World Champions. In previous 
years Cedarville received recognition
for Solar Splash* Outstanding 
Drive Train Design in 2001 and
Perseverance in 1999.
The CU boat outpaced those of 
teams from more than 20 other
schools, including Washington State 
University, the U.S. Naval Academy, 
and EcoleTechnologie Superieur 
from Montreal, Canada. Complete 
results of the competition are posted 
at www.solarsplash.com.
Cedarville University  
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Strain gauges were attached to the endurance motor propeller shaft housing to measure 
drag and thrust (above left and center). Adam Felmlee machines a part for the 
endurance motor on the CNC machining center (above right).
Cedarville’s 2004 world champion solar/'electric boat was displayed as part of 
Ashland Specialty Chemical Company’s booth at the IBEX2004 show in Miami 
Beach. Tim Kaminsky, John Hagley, and a hidden Dr. Tim Dewhurst (all in 
yellow) discuss design changes with world speed record-holder Will Smith (in 
black) o f Phantom Boats. Jeff Morehouse (far right) o f Solar Splash® discusses the 
competition with boat show guests.
Cedarville’s Elmer W. Engstrom Department of Engineering 
was invited by Ashland Specialty Chemical Company 
to display its world champion Solar Splash® boat at the 
International Boatbuilder’s Exposition in Miami Beach, Fla., 
in October 2004. Tim Kaminsky, a member of the 2005 
team, and John Hagley, the 2004 team leader, were able 
to join Dr. Tim Dewhurst, faculty advisor, and Dr. Larry 
Zavodney for the show.
The boat was a huge draw to the Ashland booth, and 
Cedarville’s team was able to establish many industry 
connections to help with the design and construction of next 
year’s entry. These new sponsors have now provided material 
supplies for hull construction and propeller manufacture. 
Detailed design discussions were held with experts who 
have such credentials as “the lead propeller designer in the 
world,” “world speed records,” and “the national hydroplane 
champion.” Ashland has been a long time supporter of 
Cedarville University’s engineering competitions in general 
and Solar Splash® in particular.
Gerald  B row n
Dr. Gerald Brown serves as assistant 
professor of electrical engineering.
He earned his B.Eng. and 
Management, M.Eng., and Ph.D. in 
electrical engineering 
(1989) at McMaster 
University, Hamilton,
Ontario.
Dr. Brown worked 
on alternating 
current (AC) drive 
systems in Germany 
for four years and 
then as a senior 
systems engineer 
with Siemens Energy 
& Automation in 
Atlanta, Ga. He was responsible for 
the design and testing of an AC drive 
system for 400-ton haul trucks.
holds a patent for operating a high 
voltage AC drive on a low voltage 
trolley line. His research interests 
include an electromagnetic theory for 
the atom.
Fluent in German,
Dr. Brown has 
traveled extensively 
around the world on 
business and has been 
on ministry trips 
in Asia and Russia.
A member of the 
Creation Research 
Society, he has 
developed and taught 
high school courses 
on biblical creation and electricity 
and magnetism.
An IEEE member, Dr. Brown has 
written and presented many papers 
and journal articles on mining 
applications of AC drives, and he
Dr. Brown and his wife, Deb, 
homeschool three of their five 
children. Dr. Brown enjoys 
swimming, soccer, camping, and 
working around the house.
V icky  Zh e n g w e i Fa n g
Dr. Fang joined the engineering 
faculty as an assistant professor of 
computer engineering in the fall 
of 2004. She is the first female 
engineering faculty 
member at Cedarville 
and presently serves 
as faculty advisor to 
the Society of Women 
Engineers.
Dr. Fang received her 
B.S.E.E (1992) from 
Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University in China.
After serving for four 
years as a lecturer 
in the Institute of 
Light Industry in China, she went to 
Pittsburg State University where she 
received her M.S. in computer science 
(1999). She earned her Ph.D. in 
electrical and computer engineering 
from the University of Akron (2004). 
During her studies at the University 
of Akron, Dr. Fang was awarded a
scholarship from the NSF. She is 
interested in digital signal processing, 
VLSI, ASIC design, FPGA, VHDL, 
and computer architecture.
During her graduate 
study, Dr. Fang 
actively participated 
in and helped lead 
the Campus Chinese 
Christian Fellowship. 
She served as editor 
of Agape, the Chinese 
Christian journal.
She was also involved 
in International 
Programs, which 
is an organization 
sponsored by her church to help 
international students.
Dr. Fang and her husband, James 
Yang, have a two-year-old daughter. 
They enjoy parenting, reading, hiking, 
and spending time together.
Faculty
Meet Our d e pa r t m e n t  S ta ff
After 13 years of faithful 
service, Jonathan Gain has 
retired from Cedarville and 
is now helping maintain a 
family-owned apartment 
complex. Jonathan came to 
Cedarville in 1992 and was our 
first electrical and computer 
engineering technician. He 
maintained the computers and 
electronic instrumentation in the 
department, helped to design 
and build electronic circuits, 
and often helped students with 
their projects. Prior to coming to 
Cedarville, he spent many years 
on the mission field with Trans 
World Radio. He was honored at 
a department banquet last fall.
Since 1993, Dave 
Denlinger has been a 
permanent fixture at 
Cedarville University. Our 
first graduates remember 
David because he helped 
them with their projects, 
or just listened to them 
and gave them some wise 
counsel, or both. He is the 
mechanical engineering 
technician and runs the 
machine shop; he makes 
and/or maintains the 
laboratory equipment.
He also helps students 
with their projects, either 
by showing them how 
to make it themselves or 
making parts for them.
Debbie Bissett joined 
the department staff in
2003 as the department 
administrative assistant.
In addition to managing 
the department budget, 
she coordinates many 
of the extracurricular 
activities in the 
department.
Jim Landers is the new 
electrical and computer 
engineering technician.
He joined our ranks 
in January 2005. His 
responsibilities include 
maintaining the computers 
and electronic equipment 
in the department and 
helping students with 
their projects.
Jean Weyandt joined 
the department staff in
2004 as the department 
secretary. She assists the 
administrative assistant 
and chair and maintains 
the student records in 
the department.
Lawrence Zavodney, Chairman; 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
Stanley Bazcek, Dean; Professor of 
Polymer Science and Engineering 
Robert Chasnov, Assistant to the 
Chair; Professor of Engineering 
Charles Allport, Assistant to the 
Academic Vice President; Associate 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
Gerald Brown, Assistant Professor of 
Electrical Engineering 
Peter Burban, Associate Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering 
Timothy Dewhurst, Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering 
Vicki Fang, Assistant Professor of 
Computer Engineering 
Harwood Hegna, Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jay H. Kinsinger, Assistant Professor 
of Mechanical Engineering 
Clint Kohl, Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering 
Robert Laramore, Professor of 
Electrical Engineering 
Timothy Norman, Professor of 
Mechanical Engineering 
Samuel SanGregory, Associate 
Professor of Electrical Engineering 
D. Jeff Shortt, Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering 
Thomas Thompson, Associate 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
Timothy Tuinstra, Assistant Professor 
of Electrical Engineering
ASME C h a pter  N o t e s
For seven straight years, Cedarville 
students have placed in the top 
five of Region V American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
competitions. 2004 was no different.
At the Region V conference, 
mechanical engineering students from 
schools throughout Ohio, Michigan, 
West Virginia, western Pennsylvania, 
and portions of Canada met at The 
Ohio State University to compete. 
Cedarville senior Anthony Gianettino 
finished third for his presentation of 
his senior
project. 
Anthony 
designed 
a device
that can
be used by 
orthopedic
surgeons
to more
accurately size a prosthetic hip 
implant before it is permanently 
inserted into a patient.
Cedarville senior Brian Montague 
finished first for his presentation of 
his hull design — a design which 
helped Cedarville’s solar/electric 
boating team win Solar Splash® 2004,
Brian Montague, second from right, a 2004 Cedarville University graduate, won 
secondplace at the Nov. 15 American Society o f Mechanical Engineers International 
Old Guard Oral Presentation in Anaheim, Calif He is shown with, from left, 
Leonard Anderson, vice president for Region V o f ASME; Dr. Larry Zavodney, 
chair o f Cedarville s Elmer W. Engstrom Department o f Engineering; and Dr. Bob 
Chasnov, ASME student chapter faculty advisor at Cedarville.
the world collegiate championship of 
solar/electric boating. As Montague 
explained in his presentation, his hull 
was able to “change” its features based 
on where weight was placed in the 
boat.
Brian and the other 11 regional 
finalists from across the U.S. and 
Canada met at the International
Congress of ASME in Anaheim, 
Calif., on November 15, 2004, 
to participate in the Old Guard 
Oral Presentation. Brian finished 
second, not far behind the new 
international winner, Sarah Plymale 
from LeTourneau University. Both of 
these Christian engineers gave honor 
to their Lord as they received their 
plaques and prize money.
E n g in eerin g  
A dvisory  
Council  -
A STRATEGIC
C ommittee
Every year the Elmer W. Engstrom 
Department of Engineering hosts the 
Engineering Advisory Council (EAC). 
The council began when Cedarville 
was considering adding engineering 
to its majors in the 1980s. During 
the early years, the council focused 
on developing an industry-friendly 
curriculum, identifying facility needs, 
and funding equipment purchases.
As the program matured, the EAC 
continued its advisory role and urged 
the school to seek the B.S.E.E. and 
B.S.M.E. degrees instead of the more 
general and non-traditional B.S.E. 
degree, to consider a co-op program, 
to add computer engineering, to 
keep up the good work with the 
competition projects, to consider 
developing an intellectual property 
agreement, and other programs. The 
council members have also endowed 
scholarships and provided one-time 
scholarship support to students with 
special needs. They have also helped 
with equipment donations and 
subsidies.
Fu n d a m e n t a l s  of  Eng ineering  Exam
We encourage all of our eligible 
graduating seniors to take the 
Fundamentals of Engineering 
(FE) Exam prepared by the 
National Council of Examiners 
for Engineering and Surveying 
(NCEES). It is administered by 
the Ohio Board of Registration 
for Professional Engineers and
Surveyors and is the first of two exams 
taken to become registered and 
licensed as a professional engineer. 
Since 1997, about 87% of our seniors 
have taken rhe FE exam, and 94% oi 
those have passed. This compares with 
a pass rate of 85% fur all students at 
ABET -accredited institutions in Ohio. 
The pass rate in Ohio has historically
been higher than the national rate, 
however direct comparison is no 
longer possible since national rates 
are now reported only by discipline, 
For the April 2004 FE exam, 34 
of 38 Cedarville seniors passed for 
a pass rate of 89.5%, compared to 
85% for all Ohio institutions.
Fundamentals of Engineering Spring First-Time Pass Rates
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Engineering at Cedarville is now 
entering the 15-year milestone.
As we look back over those early 
years, it is amazing to see the growth 
that has occurred. Concern over 
whether or not Cedarville would 
be able to attract quality faculty 
and enough students has been 
overshadowed by the reality that 
one out of every four freshmen 
male students at Cedarville declares 
engineering as his major. And instead 
of a faculty size of seven, we now have 
15 full-time teaching faculty.
It is appropriate to express our 
appreciation for the role our advisory 
council has played in setting the 
direction of the newest engineering 
program in the State of Ohio.
Cedarville University’s Aero Design* Team displays their 2004 competition airplane 
with the trophy that they won for the “Most Weight Lified” at the 2004Aero Design® 
East Competition in Deland, Fla. Pictured from left: Dr. Tim Norman faculty advisor), 
Christopher Mikesell (team pilot), Darren Holland, Peter Locke (team captain), 
Nathaniel Miller, Nathan Foote (student advisor), Richard Woodward, Natalie Weil, 
and Nathaniel Clark (Not Pictured: Clinton Johnson)
(Aero Design’1’ continuedfrom page 1)
thrust versus velocity as they traveled 
over a back country road. This data 
later became an essential component 
in their design calculations.
The next phase was to design the 
airplane using a computer program 
developed at Cedarville University 
by Nathan and Brian Foote. This 
program performs the calculations 
to optimize the wing size for 
maximum weight lifted over the 
maximum runway distance of 200 
feet. The most notable features of 
this year’s design were the 15-foot- 
long composite laminated wing, the 
five-foot truss balsa wood tail boom, 
and the composite main landing gear 
and energy-absorbing front landing 
gear. The entire plane was built in the 
University’s Engineering, Nursing, 
and Science Center.
When everything was ready to go,
Dr. Tim Norman (faculty advisor) 
and four students — Peter Locke 
(team captain), Christopher Mikesell
(pilot), Natalie Weil, and Richard 
Woodward — headed to Deland,
Fla., just west of Daytona. Once in 
Florida, the students were treated to a 
stop at the beach and a (distant) night 
launch of a rocket by NASA.
Early the next morning, the plane 
passed a safety check and then 
was taken to the runway for a 
required flight check. The flight was 
exhilarating and successful. The team 
also completed their presentation.
Flying began Saturday morning. The 
competition was intense and consisted 
of 35 teams from schools like Embry- 
Riddle Aeronautical University, Air 
Force Institute ofTechnology, U.S.
Air Force Academy, the University of 
Akron, the University of California- 
Irvine, Michigan Tech, Wright State, 
and the University of Dayton.
After the first two flights, it became 
clear that the Cedarville plane was 
a real winner. At the end of the
SWE in Action
The Cedarville University chapter 
of the Society of Women Engineers 
(SWE) started its 2004-05 school 
year by welcoming eight new female 
freshmen engineering students as 
well as a new advisor — Dr. Vicky 
Fang, assistant professor of computer 
engineering.
This year, SWE broadened its focus 
from supporting and encouraging 
female engineering students to 
helping women in crisis within the 
community. To demonstrate God’s
love and care, SWE held a bake sale 
to raise funds to donate to needy 
local families. With the generous 
support of the Cedarville University 
family, SWE distributed $200 worth 
of Christmas gifts to needy families 
through the Miami Valley Women’s 
Center.
In addition, SWE will sponsor a 
Valentine’s Day fundraiser and care 
package delivery during exam week.
competition, Cedarville University 
won the trophy for the most 
weight lifted (33 pounds). In fact, 
Cedarville’s team broke, by nearly 
four pounds, the SAE record that 
stood for several years. Overall, the 
Cedarville University Aero Design® 
team finished a respectable fourth 
place (198 points), just a few points 
behind the first three finishers. First 
place was Auburn University (208.4 
points), second place was the Federal 
University Minas Gerias from Canada 
(208.3 pts), and third place was Ecole 
Technologie Superieur, also of Canada 
(202.6 pts).
After their success in Florida, the 
students were encouraged to compete 
at Aero Design® West in Fort Worth, 
Texas in June. The traveling team 
consisted of Peter Locke, Christopher 
Mikesell, Richard Woodward, Natalie 
Weil, Nathaniel Miller, Nathan Foote 
(student advisor), and Dr. Tim 
Norman. On the first day of 
competition, Cedarville’s report 
and presentation score earned them 
a fourth place seat out of a field 
of 40 regular class teams. After a 
challenging day of flying, some risk­
taking, and near crashes, the 2004 
Cedarville Aero Design® team finished 
the competition with a respectable 
fifth place among a tough field of 
competitors.
Faculty
N o tes
Patents Awarded
Jay Kinsinger, Assistant Professor 
of Mechanical Engineering, Patent 
#EP0955962B1; Knee Mechanism for 
an Artificial Limb, 2004.
2004-05 Faculty Presentations and 
Publications
Yeni, Y.N. and Norman, T.L.
“Fracture Toughness of Human 
Femoral Neck Cortical Bone is 
Reduced with Age and with Increased 
Osteon Eccentricity,” accepted to the 
51st Annual Meeting, Orthopedic 
Research Society, Feb. 2005-
Porter, D.S. and Norman, T.L.
“Smoking and Dose Dependent 
Early Effects of Nicotine on Bone 
Mechanical Properties and Histology,” 
accepted to the 51st Annual Meeting, 
Orthopedic Research Society, Feb. 
2005.
Yeni, Y.N. and Norman, T.L.
“Stress-State Adaptation of Human 
Femur Increases its Effective Fracture 
Toughness,” submitted to the 
51st Annual Meeting, Orthopedic 
Research Society, Feb. 2005.
En g in e e r s  
Im pact  Go d ’s  
W orld
In 2003, two teams of senior mechanical 
engineering students took on a life­
changing task. For their senior design 
project, each of the teams designed a 
prosthetic arm for ten-year-old Jaclyn 
Barker, who was born without her 
right forearm.
It was encouraging to see how well 
the Aero Design® team represented 
Cedarville University, both in 
scholarship and mission. They worked 
well together, maintained a team 
spirit when times got tough, and were 
willing to take calculated risks during 
the competition. But most of all, they 
were connecting with the other teams 
and providing a winsome witness 
wherever they found themselves.
Norman T.L., Chasnov, R., 
Gianettino, A., Julian, A., Michonski, 
M., Proctor, J., SanGregory, S., & 
Thompson, T. “A Femoral Canal 
Sizing Device for Hip Implants,” 
Materials & Processes for Medical 
Devices Conference (MPMD),
St. Paul Minn., Aug. 25-27, 2004.
The June 3, 2003 issue of God’s World News, a children’s magazine, 
featured a story and photo of the students’ work in helping Jaclyn.
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Eng in eer in g  P rof 
Na m ed  F a cu lty  Me m b e r  
of  t h e  Ye a r
At the 2004 annual Honors Day ceremony, Cedarville University students 
chose Dr. Timothy Dewhurst, professor of mechanical engineering, as the 
Faculty Member of the Year. Student comments reveal that Dr. Dewhurst 
challenges them to think while keeping engineering fun. They are also 
consistently impressed by his dedication to them and his quality service.
Dr. Larry Zavodney, chair of the Elmer W. Engstrom Department of 
Engineering, said, “Dr. Dewhurst is a gifted teacher who loves the students 
and enjoys working with them.
The students consistently give 
him high marks in their course 
evaluations. He is one of our best 
professors and is deserving of this 
special honor.”
(Laboratory continued from page 1)
in a ventilated environment. These 
facilities will also be used for the 
mechanical engineering laboratory 
course taken by all junior mechanical 
engineering students and overflow 
from the senior design courses.
The ventilated paint booth will
be used for all fume-producing 
activities such as spray painting and 
fiberglass/carbon fiber fabrication 
using polyester and epoxy resins. 
Most of the bodies and some of the 
frames of the competition vehicles 
are made from fiberglass and carbon 
fibers. The wood plugs for the molds 
will be made in the woodshop, which 
will be outfitted with appropriate 
woodworking machines and dust 
collectors.
Each project bay will have metal 
storage cabinets, workbenches, and 
toolboxes. A tool crib will store 
specialized tools and supplies.
A special suction blower will remove
a  N ew  Home
We are excited to announce that 
Cedarville’s computer science (CS) 
program will be moving to the 
Elmer W. Engstrom Department of 
Engineering in the fall of 2005 to 
join ranks with the new computer 
engineering (CpE) program. The CS 
program, presently in the department 
of science and mathematics, will 
bring at least three new faculty 
members and two CS laboratories 
into engineering. Because CS and 
CpE students share many common 
courses, this move will strengthen 
both programs. It will facilitate better
vehicle exhaust to allow students to 
actually run project vehicles inside the 
building.
The conference room will probably 
become the favorite gathering spot 
for students because it will be a quiet 
(and air-conditioned) place to talk 
about ideas and designs, make phone
calls to vendors and suppliers, send 
e-mails, receive faxes, take a pizza 
break after a long day, use networked 
computers to prepare the reports 
required by most competitions, or 
make a presentation on the Smart 
Board.
We are presently looking for partners 
who would like to share in funding 
this facility and the equipment that 
students will use on their projects.
For more information, contact 
Dr. Stan Baczek, dean of the School 
of Engineering, Nursing, and Science, 
at 937-766-3253.
coordination of our curricula, make 
it easier to share faculty between the 
programs, and help use laboratory 
space more efficiently. It will also 
provide us greater opportunity for 
interdisciplinary work within our 
senior design projects. We extend a 
hearty welcome to CS!
A faculty member since 1996,
Dr. Dewhurst advises the Solar 
Splash® team in the design, 
construction, and racing of solar- 
powered boats. He and his wife,
Kim, are well-known for their New 
England day and Maine night 
celebrations in which they invite New 
England students to their home for 
traditional New England cuisine.
The Dewhursts, who have eight 
children, reside in Springfield and 
educate their younger children at home.
(FSAE continued from page 5) 
together and got to drive the car. The 
team consisted of seniors Andrew 
Billhartz, Barrack Boland, Michael 
Carlo, Joshua Mark, David Sampson, 
Timothy VandeKopple, and Alan 
White, as well as underclassmen 
Brandon Barr, David Bartlett,
Jonathan Eaby, Adam Leffel, and 
Daniel Vogel. The task was to take the 
design work and sub-assemblies done 
by previous teams, fill in the design 
gaps, and build a competition-worthy 
vehicle. The goal for this rookie team 
was to score in all seven events of the 
competition.
Due to a part failure during a high- 
stress turn, the team was not able to 
complete or score in the endurance 
event. They did, however, pass the 
challenging safety inspection and 
compete in every event.
Overall, the 2004 FSAE competition 
was a tremendous learning experience. 
The underclassmen came away armed 
with tremendous motivation and 
ambition to do better in 2006.
>  -
Ife* o
Dr. Timothy Dewhurst, Faculty Member 
o f the Year, with his wife, Kim
(Intelligent continued from page 5) 
out. The eyes and ears of the robot 
consisted of a color surveillance 
camera and three short-range 
sonar sensors. The main processing 
was done with a laptop computer 
running the Linux operating system. 
Additional hardware processing was 
performed on a Z8 microcontroller. 
The system was powered by two 
12VDC motorcycle batteries, and 
two strong 24VDC gearhead motors 
provided the locomotion to the drive 
wheels.
The competition consists of three 
main elements: a written design 
report, an oral design presentation, 
and the robotic competition itself.
At the competition the robot 
struggled to properly see the white 
lines in the presence of strong 
sunlight glare. The best run at the 
competition was just over 12 feet of 
course successfully navigated. Tim 
Linden is working with a new team 
this year. They have hopes of doing 
even better in 2005.
Co m puter  S c ien c e  F in d s
Ca r d b o a r d  Ca n o e s  Ra c e  Ac r o s s
C ed a r  Lake
the lake for the race can enter the 
KOTL competition. For this event, 
the teams are not required to carry 
their extra cargo. The students in the 
last canoe floating are declared Kings 
(or Queens) of the Lake. The 2004 
winners of the KOTL Demolition 
Dunking Derby were Jeremy Miller, 
Scott Miller, Zack Flower, and Ryan 
Lang.
Cedar Lake, time, other teams, and the consolation prize for sinking -  the rubber ducky 
-  are your enemies. Making it across 
the lake without sinking is your goal. 
For the last 11 years, the Cardboard 
Canoe Challenge is an event that 
students, alumni, faculty, staff, 
community members, and families 
come to see on Friday of the Alumni 
Flomecoming.
The canoes in the first race (1994) 
were constructed with 100 feet of 
36-inch wide and 0.022-inch thick 
coated Mead cardboard and two 
rolls of Scotch tape. As the years 
progressed, the amount of cardboard 
was reduced to the current 
allowance of 30 feet of 44-inch 
wide cardboard, increasing the 
challenge for the students.
A new challenge in 2004 was 
additional “cargo.” Paddlers had to 
tote an adult passenger (any full-time 
student) in their canoe. Yet even with 
this new challenge, only three of the 
31 canoes sank.
The 2004 winners, John Stefan, Justin 
Wells, Matthew Parker, and Daniel 
Copeland, paddled their canoe across 
the lake with a time of 2:09. Each 
received a TI-83+ graphing calculator.
The engineering department allows 
students from other departments 
to compete. Each non-engineering 
department can sponsor 
one canoe and compete 
for the Cedarville Cup, 
(the prized traveling 
trophy) and dinners 
at the Olive
Copies of the 
2004 race’s 
10-minute 
DVD can be 
purchased 
from the 
department 
for $8.
Garden. The department of science 
and mathematics won the Cup in 
2004 with a time of 2:54.
Many students build robust 
watertight canoes that fare 
surprisingly well in the water. To give 
these students one last challenge, the 
King of the Lake (KOTL) Demolition 
Dunking Derby was added in 2001. 
Teams whose canoes make it across
Money for prizes was again 
donated by Bail Aerospace & 
Technologies Corporation of 
Fairborn.
The coated cardboard and tape 
were supplied by MeadWestvaco 
and Shurtape, respectively.
RiversEdge Canoe Outfitters 
in Waynesville provided rescue 
canoes, paddles, and life jackets.
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